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Happy autumn! This is our favorite time of year. We hope you enjoy our overview of the 

market in this election season, plus some short articles about protecting yourself from hackers 

and the expected influence of the election on your investments. Send us an email any time with 

news that interests you, and we may include it in our next letter.  

– Carol Hoffman & Tim Grout 

 

Market Overview  
United States: Economic data in the third 

quarter was strong enough to not worry about 

a recession, but not so strong that the Fed 

would be forced to raise rates. Oil and 

commodity prices have rallied. We see upside 

to global economic growth prospects, but also 

greater market volatility ahead. This comes 

after a summer lull, record highs for U.S. 

equities and a rebound in emerging markets assets. Consumer spending conditions are 

favorable. Job growth, housing, and manufacturing data are all positive. 

 

U.S. outlook: In the upcoming quarter, expect to see steady slow growth and low inflation. We 

expect the U.S. Federal Reserve to press on with slow interest rate increases while other major 

central banks start to approach limits of their easy policies.  

 

Interest rates: We believe a small rate increase is likely in December. Any increase will be 

modest to account for Brexit and global growth concerns. On the other hand, Federal Reserve 

Chairwoman Janet Yellen recently argued for letting the economy run hot (without a raise in 

rates) to encourage companies to invest and unemployed people to start looking for work. In 

that scenario, inflation could rise a bit, too. 

 

Europe: British leaders have announced they will invoke Article 50 and begin negotiating the 

terms of Britain’s exit from the European Union this May. The process could take up to two 



 

years, after which Britain will be forced out of the E.U. if the parties cannot agree on terms. 

Largely as a result of the Brexit, European stocks remain negative for the year. 

 

China: We see positive signs in China’s gradual currency depreciation and the increase in 

Asia’s exports recently. The stability of China’s yuan is still in question, however, and China’s 

build-up of debt remains a medium-term risk for investments in this country. 

 

Bonds: Bond prices were driven higher this quarter by the continued tightening of credit 

spreads. Longer‐dated Treasury securities posted flat‐to‐negative results for the quarter due 

to heightened odds of a rate increase by year end.  
 

 

Q4 2016 Outlook: Global Economy Holds Up, Markets Bounce Back 
Markets recovered from the initial shock of the late-June U.K. referendum vote to leave the 

European Union, as lower bond yields, expectations of additional monetary accommodation, 

and stable global economic data soothed investor concerns.  

 

 
 

 

 

Sources for Market Overview: T. Rowe Price Insights, Wall Street Journal MoneyBeat, BlackRock Global Investment Outlook, 

Calamos Economic Outlook, Palladiem Quarterly Update, Osterweis Capital Management Fixed Income Outlook. 

Source for Q4 Outlook: Fidelity Quarterly Market Update. Data as of September 30, 2016.  



 

PROTECT YOURSELF from HACKERS and CYBERTHIEVES 

 

"Hello, we are calling from Windows and your computer looks like it is 

infected. Our Microsoft Certified Technician can fix it for you."  
Does that line sound familiar? This is a common pitch for a tech support scam. Every day, 

people (including fellow Clear Perspectives clients) are tricked into spending hundreds of 

dollars on non-existent computer problems.  

 

If you ever get a call from a tech support agent out of the 

blue, the best thing to do is simply hang up. As Microsoft 

itself says, "You will never receive a legitimate call from 

Microsoft or our partners to charge you for computer fixes.“  

 

If you stay on the line, you may find yourself providing your credit card number or control over 

your computer to hackers. Here’s what to do in that case: 

1. Disconnect your computer from the internet and restart it.  

2. Use your current anti-virus software to do a complete scan for malware. To be safe, also 

download and use a second program like Malwarebytes Anti-Malware after reconnecting 

to the internet. 

3. Change all your computer, financial, and social network passwords (email, banking, 

Facebook, etc.) as soon as possible. You must assume these have been compromised. 

4. Contact your financial institution and credit card company to reverse any charges 

incurred and, most importantly, keep an eye for future unwanted charges. 

5. If you gave the caller personal information such as your Social Security Number, consult 

the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) website and report possible identity theft. 

 

The Nuclear Option: The only way to be absolutely sure that a computer is clean is to wipe the 

hard drive and reinstall the system software… or buy a new computer.  

 
Adapted from Tech Support Scams, https://blog.malwarebytes.com/tech-support-scams/ 

 

The IRS emailed me to say I owe taxes! What do I do?  
Americans, beware: the Internal Revenue Service isn’t emailing you. Just recently, a new scam 

has started involving fake tax bills tied to the Affordable Care Act. In one sure sign the notices 

are fake, many are arriving by email—and the IRS doesn’t initiate taxpayer contact by email.  

 

Take these steps when you receive a suspicious call or email from someone claiming to 

represent the IRS: 

 Hang up on fraudsters demanding payment. Do not pay them.  

 Report the incident online: www.treasury.gov/tigta and www.ftccomplaintassistant.gov. 

 Don’t reply, open attachments, or click on links. Don’t send money. 

 Do forward the suspicious email to phishing@irs.gov. Then delete it. 

 
Adapted from an article by Laura Saunders, The Wall Street Journal, September 29, 2016 



 

How much does the party in power influence your long-term investments?  
Short answer: Not much.  

 

Predictions about presidential elections and the stock market often focus on which party or 

candidate will be “better for the market” over the long run. The graph below shows the growth of 

one dollar ($1) invested in the S&P 500 Index over nine decades and 15 presidencies, from Coolidge 

to Obama. These data do not suggest an obvious pattern of long‐term stock market performance 

based upon which party holds the Oval Office.  

 

Over the long run, the market has provided substantial returns regardless of who controlled the 

executive branch. 

 

 
 

Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors LP, “Presidential Elections and the Stock Market,” October 2016. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your continued support. Please contact us with any of your financial questions or needs!  

 

Carol & Tim and your Clear Perspectives team 
 

The Investment Letter is mailed quarterly to our clients and friends to share some of our market views. Certain material in this work is 

proprietary to and copyrighted by Morningstar, Fidelity, T. Rowe Price, Osterweis, J.P. Morgan Asset Management and MarketWatch, 

and is used by Clear Perspectives with permission.  

 


